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Abstract— Fully autonomous navigation using nano drones
has numerous applications in the real world, ranging from
search and rescue to source seeking. Nano drones are well-
suited for source seeking because of their agility, low price,
and ubiquitous character. Unfortunately, their constrained
form factor limits flight time, sensor payload, and compute
capability. These challenges are a crucial limitation for the use
of source-seeking nano drones in GPS-denied and highly clut-
tered environments. Hereby, we introduce a fully autonomous
deep reinforcement learning-based light-seeking nano drone.
The 33-gram nano drone performs all computation on-board
the ultra-low-power microcontroller (MCU). We present the
method for efficiently training, converting, and utilizing deep
reinforcement learning policies. Our training methodology and
novel quantization scheme allow fitting the trained policy in
3 kB of memory. The quantization scheme uses representative
input data and input scaling to arrive at a full 8-bit model.
Finally, we evaluate the approach in simulation and flight tests
using a Bitcraze CrazyFlie, achieving 80% success rate on
average in a highly cluttered and randomized test environment.
Even more, the drone finds the light source in 29% fewer
steps compared to a baseline simulation (obstacle avoidance
without source information). To our knowledge, this is the
first deep reinforcement learning method that enables source
seeking within a highly constrained nano drone demonstrating
robust flight behavior. Our general methodology is suitable for
any (source seeking) highly constrained platform using deep
reinforcement learning. Code & video: https://github.
com/harvard-edge/source-seeking
I. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, nano drones have gained traction in the
robotics community. Their agility, maneuverability, and low
price make them suitable for a wide range of applications,
especially in GPS-denied and cluttered environments. How-
ever, applications of nano drones have had limited success
in the real world due to their form factor and size, which
impose constraints on onboard compute and sensor payload.
So far, only with specialized AI-hardware [1], inference of
neural networks on nano drones has been achieved.
In this paper, we focus on nano drone applications for
source seeking where the objective is to navigate safely and
locate a source (e.g., gas, light, radiation). A robot capable
of locating a gas leak, an exit in a collapsed building or a
radiation source is useful in a wide range of applications. The
ideal source-seeking robot is small, agile, and cheap, making
it good at moving through narrow spaces while reducing the
impact of a possible collision with obstacles in its path.
To the best of our knowledge, we introduce the first
deep reinforcement learning (RL) based source-seeking nano
1Harvard University, 2 Robotics at Google, 3Delft University of Tech-
nology, 4 The University of Texas at Austin - bduisterhof@g.harvard.edu
Fig. 1. CrazyFlie nano drone running a deep reinforcement learning policy
fully onboard. It performs the computation online using a low-power Cortex-
M4 microcontroller. It uses a light sensor to locate the source while avoiding
obstacles with a multiranger and an optical flow sensor for flight stability.
drone that is fully autonomous. Our source-seeking nano
drone, shown in Figure 1, seeks a light source. It uses a
custom light sensor board (Figure 3) to track light intensity,
a laser-based multiranger to detect obstacles, a flow deck
to track its motion on the z-axis and x − y plane, and
only an ultra-low-power Cortex-M4 microcontroller. The
microcontroller does all the processing required in real-time
without any external assistance with only 196 kB of RAM
for the full flight stack and machine learning model.
When designing a fully autonomous and Deep-RL based
nano drone, the fundamental challenges fall into three dis-
tinct, but not completely independent, categories: (1) appli-
cation modeling; (2) algorithm design; and (3) system op-
timization. Application-specific challenges include modeling
the light source appropriately in a simulation where the agent
(i.e., drone) learns to find the light source over repeated
trials. Algorithm design consists of picking a neural network
model and developing a deep reinforcement learning based
policy that successfully navigates the drone to the source
while avoiding obstacles. System optimization involves fit-
ting the trained network policy onto a severely memory and
performance constrained onboard compute platform.
For application modeling, we extend the Air Learning
simulation environment for training the drone to find the
light source [2]. Air Learning is an AI-research platform
that models a task, such as source seeking, in a randomly
generated environment with (or without) a variety of obsta-
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cles. We modify the Air Learning platform to model the light
source intensity as a function of distance from the source.
For algorithm design, we use a Deep-RL based source
seeking solution. Our work is an implementation of Deep-
RL for source seeking. Deep-RL has shown to perform well
in the presence of sensor noise [3], while capable of finding
high-performance solutions to complex tasks [4]. We train
a Deep Q-Network (DQN) [5] to locate the source. DQN
uses a neural network policy to approximate the Q-function
whose objective is to maximize the long term reward. In the
source seeking application, the objective of the Q-function
is to minimize the distance from the source (i.e., to seek
the source) to maximize the reward. The input to the neural
network policy is obstacle distance from the laser ranger
and readings from the light intensity sensor. The last layer
of the neural network policy maps to the action space. For
source seeking application, the action space includes three
actions (rotate left, right, or move forward).
We study two policies, one with a history of past inputs
and one without any history. A comparison between the
policies allows us to determine whether action history helps
in successfully (or more effectively) locating the source.
We evaluate the quantized neural network model in both
simulation and flight tests onboard a CrazyFlie nano drone.
We present and discuss the reward, success rate, and the
distance traveled. We present a wide range of flight tests,
where success is defined as reaching close to the light source,
and failure occurs when the nano drone runs out of battery or
crashes into a wall or an obstacle. On average, we observe a
success rate of 80 % during real-world flight tests in highly
cluttered and randomized testing environments.
While we focus exclusively on light-seeking as our appli-
cation in this paper, we believe that the general methodology
we have developed for deep reinforcement learning-based
source seeking (i.e., application modeling, algorithm design,
and system optimization) can be readily extended to other
(source seeking) applications as well.
II. RELATED WORK
Prior work in source seeking as it pertains to our work
spans across 1) application; 2) algorithm; and 3) system
design. As an application, source seeking was introduced
by Braitenberg et. al [6]. It has many different uses. Gas
seeking was explored in prior work [7], [8], as gas seeking
can be used to localize and finally neutralize a dangerous
leak. For similar reasons, radiation detection [9], [10] is
useful as it can go where humans are at risk. Finally, light
seeking was previously explored [11], [6] using a variety
of algorithms. Work in obstacle avoidance while seeking
a source is sparse [12], [13], and full autonomy is rarely
achieved. Our contribution is fully autonomous light-seeking
while avoiding obstacles on a nano drone.
From the algorithm point of view, two categories are
relevant to our work: 1) deep reinforcement learning al-
gorithms; and 2) previous source seeking algorithms. Deep
reinforcement learning has proven to be a promising set of
algorithms for robotics applications. The fast-moving deep
reinforcement learning field is enabling not only more robust
and accurate but also more effortless application [14]. Not
only have robotic manipulation [4] and locomotion [15]
benefited from deep reinforcement learning, but also UAV
control is considered to be an area of application. Lower level
control has been demonstrated to be suitable to replace a
rate controller [16] and was recently used to perform model-
based reinforcement learning (MBRL) with a CrazyFlie [17].
High-level control using deep reinforcement learning for
obstacle avoidance has been shown with different sets of
sensory input [18], [2]. Even though light-seeking has been
demonstrated before using Q-learning [11], we present a
deep reinforcement learning-based model running onboard
a nano drone with no specialized AI hardware needs.
Source seeking algorithms can be divided into four cat-
egories [19]: 1) gradient-based algorithms, 2) bio-inspired
algorithms, 3) multi-robot algorithms, and 4) probabilistic
and map-based algorithms. Even though gradient-based al-
gorithms are easy to implement, their success in source
seeking has been limited due to their unstable behavior.
The previous bio-inspired algorithms have yielded promising
results for single-agent scenarios, but failed to impress with
a multi-agent set-up. In a multi-agent scenario, particle
swarming [13], [20] has shown to be particularly successful.
Downsides of multi-agent source seeking include higher
price, required communication and localization, and a higher
risk of collision. Finally, probabilistic and map-based algo-
rithms are more flexible but require high computational cost
and accurate sensory information. However, in contrast to
traditional methods, deep reinforcement learning can learn
to deal with noisy inputs [3] and effectively learn (optimal)
behavior for a combination of tasks. Hence, source seeking
on a nano drone is a suitable task for deep reinforcement
learning, as it can combine obstacle avoidance with source
seeking and deal with extraordinary noise levels in all
sensors. We leverage this opportunity to demonstrate a novel
application of deep reinforcement learning for robust source
seeking.
From a systems perspective, quantization is an essential
part of our solution and is novel to deep reinforcement
learning. Previous work has shown compression of deep
neural networks (DNNs) via techniques like pruning and
quantization [21]. There is extremely minimal work on
quantization for deep reinforcement learning [2], even though
it has the potential to greatly speed-up inference of neural
network-based policies trained using deep reinforcement
learning [22], [23]. We introduce a novel quantization strat-
egy, specifically for the task of source seeking with deep
reinforcement learning.
III. METHOD
We start by explaining the characteristics of our nano
drone (Section III-A), which sets the constraints within
which we must deploy a neural network model. Next, we
describe our simulation setup (Section III-B) to train deep
reinforcement learning policies (Section III-C). Finally, we
go over how we quantize the model to ensure it fits within
the nano drone resource constraints (Section III-D) and
explain how we deploy it onto the drone (Sections III-
E,III-F). Figure 2 shows an overview of how these tasks
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Fig. 2. Training, conversion (i.e., quantization) and inference methodology
for source seeking on a nano drone using deep reinforcement learning.
Developer Bitcraze Parrot
Vehicle CrazyFlie 2.1 Bebop 2
Takeoff weight 27 g 500 g
Max payload 15 g 70 g
Battery (LiPo) 250 mAh 2700 mAh
Flighttime 7 mins 25 mins
Size (WxHxD) 9.2x 9.2 cm 32.8 x 38.2 cm
TABLE I
CRAZYFLIE 2.1 VERSUS BEBOP2 DRONE PLATFORM SPECIFICATIONS.
are distributed across (1) training; (2) conversion; and (3)
inference deployment.
A. Vehicle Configuration
We use the BitCraze CrazyFlie 2.1 as our research plat-
form. It is an agile, yet limited platform, from both a compute
and physical point of view. The physical characteristics of the
CrazyFlie are captured in Table I, emphasizing its small size,
weight, and power. Similarly, the CrazyFlie’s computational
capabilities are shown in Table II.
To put the CrazyFlie into proper nano drone perspective,
we compare the CrazyFlie’s compute capabilities and its
physical characteristics against a more conventional Parrot
Bebop 2 drone that is frequently used for deep learning-based
demonstrations while carrying an Nvidia Jetson TX2 [24].
In both form factor (Table I) and compute capabilities
(Table II), the CrazyFlie is severely constrained. Alterna-
tively, some nano drone demonstrations use custom-designed
AI-hardware specialized to perform efficient inference [1].
Unfortunately, the vast majority of all chips on existing nano
drones are low-power general-purpose CPU’s. Hence, it is
of greater benefit to utilize these chips for learning-based
algorithms to unlock new applications.
Due to the limited capabilities of the CrazyFlie, we are
limited on the sensor payload. So we equip the CrazyFlie
with three sensors for light-seeking: (1) a laser multiranger
to measure the distance in the front/back/left/right directions,
which we use to avoid obstacles; (2) a flow deck to track
motion on the z-axis and x− y plane to ensure stable flight;
and (3) a light sensor to help locate the source by measuring
the illuminance at a specific point in time and space. The
light sensor sits on a custom “deck” that we designed and
integrated with the CrazyFlie firmware via a deck software
driver. The light sensor faces upwards, as shown in Figure 3.
Name STM32F405 TX2
CPU 1-core @168MHz 6 cores @ 2 GHz+
GPU None 256-core @1300 MHz
RAM 196 kB 8 GB
Storage 1 MB 32 GB
Power 0.14 W (max) 7.5 W
TABLE II
CRAZYFLIE MICROCONTROLLER SYSTEM VERSUS AN NVIDIA TX2.
B. Simulation Environment
The first building block of our methodology is the simu-
lation or the training environment. We use the Air Learning
platform [2], which couples with Microsoft AirSim to pro-
vide a deep reinforcement learning back end.
Using Air Learning, we simulate a training environment
that is an arena. The arena is “spawned” at 10x10 meters in
size. The agent (i.e., drone) is initialized in the middle of the
room, and the light source is spawned at a random location.
In addition, Air Learning is configured to spawn obstacles
in random locations within the room. The agent must learn
to traverse the room without running into obstacles or run
out of (750) steps to find the light source. Figure 4 shows a
screenshot from one of our simulation experiments.
The agent’s actions space consists of moving forward,
rotating left and rotating right. The forward-moving
speed is 0.5 m/s, and the yaw rate is 54◦/s in either
direction. The length of each action is set to 0.3 seconds,
meaning the rate controller will command ψ˙ = 54◦/s or
vx = 0.5m/s (NED frame) for 0.3 seconds. The training
hardware (an Intel 9900K CPU and RTX 2080 TI GPU)
is capable of fast inference. However, training with these
capabilities would not be comparable to what the CrazyFlie
microcontroller unit is capable of processing in real-time. We
experimentally determined that during flight the network’s
output actions can be updated, approximately, once every
0.3 seconds. Hence, during training, we take this processing
constraint into account. Especially for timely obstacle avoid-
ance, it is critical to teach the agent what latency to expect
from the onboard processing hardware.
We predict light intensity as a function of the distance
from the source. We generate this function by capturing data
in the testing environment with the light source present. We
capture the light intensity in a two-dimensional grid with our
light sensor. In our testing environment, we have a 50 W
LED light, hanging from the roof, which creates a spotlight
Fig. 3. Close-up of a BitCraze mul-
tiranger deck, fused with our custom
TSL2591 light sensor board.
Fig. 4. Air Learning simulation with
obstacle(s) and a light source. The
picture is illuminated for clarity.
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Fig. 5. Light intensity describing the function as used in training with 3σ
(standard deviations) of the noise.
on the ground or at an angle.
Once we capture this data, we fit a function with two
requirements: 1) limdist→0 < ∞ and 2) limdist→∞ = 0. In
other words, the function must be bounded when the agent is
placed under the source, while also reaching zero at infinite
distance from the source. A Gaussian function meets both
requirements and is shown in Figure 5. The function has the
form: f(x) = a·e− (x−b)
2
2c2 with a = 399.0, b = −2.6, c = 5.1.
The R-squared error, measuring the goodness-of-fit, is
0.993, implying a high-quality fit. Additionally, we inject
Gaussian noise with a standard deviation of 2. The noise ob-
served in recordings had a standard deviation of 2; however,
in flight with less ideal power supply and unstable position,
we expect more noise. To account for that, we inject more
noise than recorded. In flight tests, we present the robustness
of this function when shadows and reflections are present.
C. Policy Selection and Reward Shaping
We train and deploy a Deep-Q-Network (DQN) [5] algo-
rithm on the CrazyFlie. Lower-level control is carried out by
a set of PID controllers, while higher-level actions (ψ˙, vx,
NED-coords) are chosen by the policy.
Within Deep Q-learning, a variety of neural network
architectures can be used to predict Q-values for the pos-
sible states. We consider two distinct feed-forward neural
networks for the task. The distinction between them is the
inclusion or exclusion of history states. We define a state
as all four laser range readings and one light sensor reading
(Figure 6). Both policies have two hidden layers of 20 nodes
each and an output layer of length three nodes that map to
the action space (move forward, turn right or left).
The network contains a Softmax layer in training.
• No-History Policy The agent only has the current four
laser rangers and light sensor values at its disposal. The
challenge with this approach is that there is no way to
find the source in a deterministic manner. If no history
is apparent, determining the gradient is infeasible, pre-
sumably leading to worse mission performance.
• History Policy The agent has access to history. Hence,
the agent has the potential to learn and explore more
effectively based on its recent activity. For this policy,
we use a history size of n=4 (as depicted in Figure 6).
• Other Policies When considering a task that is highly
dependent upon history information, recurrent and
LSTM layers come to mind as a suitable policy archi-
tecture. However, there are two major problems with
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Fig. 6. Visualization of the general network architecture.
implementing these architectures. Firstly, as shown in
Section III-F, resources are extremely limited, making
it virtually impossible to implement the extra infras-
tructure for such layers (TFMicro stack). Secondly, the
toolchain has limited support for such layers.
In either of the policies, the agent succeeds when it reaches
within one meter of the light source in the simulation envi-
ronment (0.7 m in the smaller flight test environment). To
teach the nano drone to seek the light source, the following
reward is computed at each step (instantaneous reward):
r = 1000 ∗ α− 100 ∗ β −Dg −Dc ∗ δ − 1 (1)
Here, α is a binary variable whose value is ‘1’ if the
agent reaches the goal else its value is ‘0’. β is a binary
variable which is set to ‘1’ if the nano drone collides with
any obstacle or runs out of the 750 steps.1 Otherwise, β is
’0’, effectively penalizing the agent for hitting an obstacle
or not finding the source in time. Dg is the distance to the
source from the agent’s current location, motivating the agent
to move closer to the source. Dc is a penalty for moving
away from the source when it almost reaches success. δ is
a binary variable which is set to ‘1’ if the agent is less than
2 m away from the source, otherwise it is set to ‘0.’
D. Post-Training Quantization
The policy is trained using the float32 or FP32 data
format. Unfortunately, inference of a full float32 network
of this size on the CrazyFlie is infeasible due to the unac-
ceptable processing delays. With a fully quantized network,
we achieve a maximum inference rate of 4 Hz (Section III-
F). Aggressively optimized uint8 operations can be up to
4× faster than float32 operations [22]. Based on our mi-
crobenchmarks running on the CrazyFlie’s microcontroller,
float32 operations are 2.9× slower than Int8 operations.
In the context of running our neural network policy, this
would result in slowing down the inference rate to 1.3 Hz,
1We set the maximum allowed steps in an episode as 750. This is to
make sure the agent finds the source within some finite amount of steps.
making reliable obstacle avoidance infeasible.2
Therefore, quantization proves to be critical for success
as it is directly tied to the performance of the agent. The
quantization scheme is shown in Figure 2 and contains
two essential innovations, compared to previous full 8-bit
quantization [25]: 1) scaling of all the inputs to the same
range for higher resolution and 2) usage of representative
inputs to determine the min and max ranges inside the
network. We discuss both of these steps independently now.
When feeding inputs into a quantized network, we need
to determine a scaling range. An uint8 can contain values
from 0 to 255 while the float values do not coincide
with this range. To convert the original float values to
uint8, we must generate a conversion function that takes
in a float32 and generates a corresponding uint8.
However, we cannot use a naive conversion method that
scales all the inputs into the network over the same range.
For example, in our case, the laser ranger output values vary
between 0 and 5 meters, whereas the light intensity output
values vary between 0 and 300 lux. If a range of 0 to 300 is
used for all variables, accuracy in the laser ranger readings is
lost. Based on experimentation, we determine that it is more
efficient to scale the individual inputs to the corresponding
sensors maximum range for maximal resolution.
We then determine the minimum and maximum range
for the tensors in the network. Initially, all tensors are in
float32 data type. While weight and activation functions
have a known minimum and maximum value, the values of
the tensors in the network depend on the input to the network.
So, we feed a dataset of representative input values into the
network and capture the minimum and maximum ranges of
the tensors. The advantage is that now all multiplications can
be carried out using the uint8 data type, which leads to yet
another significant boost in runtime performance.
E. Pre-Processing for the Quantized Model
To invoke the quantized model, at runtime, we pre-process
the inputs before feeding them as input to the network.
The laser rangers’ values are available in float32. We
convert these values from 0-5 meters in float32 to 0-
255 in uint8. The light sensor, however, requires a more
complicated conversion for optimal performance. The light
sensors outputs a uint16 variable, which we have to
convert to uint8. As the change in intensity between steps
can be small, we need the highest possible resolution. For
this reason, we measure the range of uint16 values present
in the room, determine the apparent range of readings, and
finally scale our uint8 within that range. In other words,
let’s say we measure values from 11,000 to 55,000 in our
testing environment, we then scale uint8 linearly between
11,000 and 55,000 (0 = 11, 000, 255 = 55, 000).
F. Deploying on the Nanodrone
We compile the quantized network and the TF-Lite inter-
preter for microcontrollers using the TF-Lite C++ libraries.
2A small float32 Matrix-Vector microbenchmark takes 113 mil-
liseconds, whereas the same microbenchmark running on uint8 data
type takes 39.2 milliseconds. Hence, there is a 2.9× difference between
a float32 operation and an uint8 operation running on the CrazyFlie
microcontroller.
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Fig. 7. RAM usage on the BitCraze CrazyFlie. Onboard memory is severely
constrained and almost fully utilized with no room for anything else. Hence,
the size of the model we can fit in is very small (∼3 kB). The “TFMicro
Stack” in the legend is the TF-Lite stack for microcontrollers.
The code is fused with the rest of the Bitcraze Crazyflie
software stack and “flashed” to the onboard microcontroller.
The Bitcraze Crazyflie has 1 MB of flash storage. The
nominal software stack occupies 194 kB of the available
storage, while the TF-Lite stack takes up an additional 53 kB,
of which the quantized models occupy only about 3 kB of
storage. So the total flash storage used is 247 kB, which
leaves an ample amount of free storage space (over 75%).
However, the runtime memory constraints are much more
severe. We have only 9 kB of effective memory for running
the model. RAM availability during execution is shown
in Figure 7. We capture this data using the debugging
interface. Of the 196 kB of RAM available on the Cortex-M4
microcontroller, only 131 kB is available for static allocation
at compile time. The rest is reserved for dynamic variables
(i.e., heap). During nominal operation, the Bitcraze software
stack uses 98 kB of RAM, leaving only 33 kB available
for our purposes. At runtime, the TF-Lite interpreter, which
facilitates model execution, consumes 24 kB of the 33 kB,
thus leaving only 9 kB of RAM for the neural network
model. Thanks to quantization, the model consumes only
3 kB of RAM. If it were an FP32 model, it would have
taken 12 kB, which would not have fitted in the available
memory.
During flight the greatest system constraint is access to the
single-core CPU. TF-Lite has to share CPU time with higher
priority processes (e.g. stabilization) to execute the model.
Our model’s response time (i.e., time for a single forward
pass) was, on average, 46.4× longer than it would have
been without interruption. In other words, the model spent
only 2.16% percent of its 29.4 ms average response time
executing on the CPU. The other 97.84% of the response
time was spent waiting for a higher priority process to finish
(e.g., stabilization) or waiting for sensitive data to be released
by a lower priority process (e.g., multi-ranger). Additionally,
there was significant overhead from context switching due to
having only one (very slow) microcontroller for the CPU.
In summary, both CPU and RAM are operating at their
absolute limit in the current configuration. Hence, running
a float32 based policy would have been infeasible from
both memory capacity and performance perspective. There-
fore, quantization is an enablement strategy for porting
learned policy on a resource-constrained nano drone.
IV. RESULTS
In this section we evaluate simulation and flight results
of the models considered. We introduce our baseline model
Model description Success # of Steps Distance [m]
Baseline 59% 52.1 22.6
Float32 History 72% 73.3 33.2
No History Float32 35% 84.9 23.0
Uint8 History 42% 37.1 20.9
TABLE III
MODELS EVALUATED IN SIMULATION.
(Section IV-A). We then the discuss simulation results (Sec-
tion IV-B, IV-C) and evaluate flight tests (Section IV-D).
A. Baseline Algorithm
To evaluate how well our deep reinforcement learning-
based source seeking approach performs, we compare our
approach to other more traditional solutions. We implement a
baseline algorithm that performs obstacle avoidance without
any specific information about the light source. It is similar to
an autonomous cleaning robot that randomly scans a room
until it finds dirt to focus its vacuuming effort [26]. The
algorithm simply rotates the drone at a random angle when
the front laser ranger detects an obstacle under 2 m.
The baseline algorithm’s results are shown in Table III,
along with the rest of our results. The success rate is 59%.
From observations, we see that the front-ranger is unable to
detect all of the obstacles and hereby fails to find the source.
B. Training in Simulation
To evaluate the learning process, we present quality met-
rics (success rate and the number of steps) during training. As
the baseline algorithm obtains a 59% success rate (Table III),
our goal is to obtain a model that outperforms the baseline.
Hence, we terminate the training process when the success
rate over the last 100 episodes exceeds 70%. Better success
rates may be obtained from prolonged training, but we do
not show that due to the computational effort required to do
so (1200 episodes take at least 24 hours).
Figures 8 and 9 evaluate success rate and the number of
steps taken to locate the source, respectively. Both policies,
the policy with history and the policy without history, de-
scribed in Section III-C, are compared. The history-based
model meets the 70% success rate after about 1200 episodes,
while the model without history reaches at most 60% success
rate, after which it overtrains at about 1100 episodes.
Both models show a decreasing trend in the step count
(Figure 9), e.g., the agent learns to find the source in fewer
steps and thus time (each step is 0.3 seconds). The model
without history information reaches a slightly lower number
of steps. Likewise, both models show an initial increase in
success rate, but they level-off at different success rates.
Judging from the training data alone, the model that uses
history information performs substantially better in success
rate and only slightly lacks in the number of steps.
C. Inference in Simulation
Training data provide limited information as the model is
continuously changing. So, we evaluate both of the policies
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after training (as shown in Table III). We compare them
in terms of success rate, the average number of steps, and
average traveled distance. The number of steps and traveled
distance are captured only when the agent succeeds. These
metrics are irrelevant when the agent fails to find the source.
The Float32 History model is an FP32 model, which
contains the current and past three states, features the highest
success rate in the list. Its success rate surpasses the baseline,
albeit not in the number of steps or the distance traveled.
The No History Float32 model is also an FP32 model,
which only uses the current state. It shows a dramatic de-
crease in the success rate and the number of steps compared
to the model with history. We suspect this behavior is caused
by the lack of history and therefore its inability to determine
a gradient in source strength.
The Uint8 History model is an 8-bit quantized model
with history. It outperforms the No History Float32 in all
metrics. However, we see a significant drop in the success
rate, distance traveled, and the number of steps from the
Float32 History. Quantized models are known to drop their
“accuracy” with post-training quantization [21]. During sim-
ulation, we observe a delayed obstacle avoidance behavior
in the quantized model, leading to the lower success rate.
However, the number of steps and traveled distance have
improved significantly. As we show later, the drop in success
rate is recovered in practice due to the simulation-to-reality
gap. The real-life nano drone is much smaller than the
simulated drone, and our testing environment is smaller
than the simulation environment. So during simulation, the
(larger) agent learns to be cautious, which in the real world
helps the smaller drone succeed more often as it reacts well
ahead of any obstacles. This strategy, to teach the agent to
be more conservative in order to account for quantization,
might be useful for various (source seeking) applications.
D. Flight Tests
For flight tests, we use the history-based quantized model
in a room that is 5 x 6 meters in size (see Figures 10-
13). We use a 50 Watt light source attached to the roof,
radiating a 120 ◦ beam onto the ground, as the light source. A
flight-test is successful when the agent gets within 0.7 m
of the light source—the 1 m threshold used in simulation
was lowered to 0.7 m as the room size was scaled down.
We conduct a total of 105 flight tests in a variety of
different scenarios, involving highly cluttered environments.
Across all flight tests, we get an average success rate of
Fig. 10. Zero obstacles trajectory,
stuck in dark zone.
Fig. 11. Two obstacles trajectory,
finds source and starts spiraling.
Fig. 12. Ten obstacles trajectory,
finds source and starts spiraling.
Fig. 13. Source position in corner,
shows direct path to source.
80%. To better understand this success rate, we decompose
the tests into four categories: 1) obstacle variation; 2) con-
sistency; 3) drone position and 4) source position. Figure 14
summarizes mission time and success rate for all the exper-
iments. Figures 10-13 show four distinct trajectories, where
a blue trajectory highlights take-off and a green box the last
detected drone position during that run.
Obstacle Variation In simulation, the agent is exposed
to obstacles (typically between 0 or 1 per episode). We
set out to investigate the behavior in much more cluttered
environments during flight tests. We considered zero, two
or ten obstacles, all with random initial drone positions (as
shown by the “Obstacle Variation” bar cluster in Figure 14).
Surprisingly, we see a higher success rate and lower
mission time in more cluttered environments. The superior
performance in increasingly cluttered environments can be
explained by the increased level of stochasticity in a more
cluttered environment. With no obstacles, the agent occa-
sionally gets stuck in a circle in the dark part of the room
(Figure 10), taking longer to reach the source and hence
increasing the probability of a collision. Placing obstacles
breaks this pattern and thereby leads to superior performance.
Our hypothesis is that this behavior may be caused by the
inherently low variation in the light readings far from the
source (Figure 5), implying the lack of sufficient source
information for actively locating the source.
Repeat We see significant variations in mission met-
rics with varying obstacle settings, but a study on consis-
tency/repeatability is of great interest. We initialize the drone
at the same position during 10 consecutive runs and keep
the environment constant (“Repeat” in Figure 14). The nano
drone found the source in all 10 runs, but mission time varied
between 7 and 74 seconds. The average mission time was
32 seconds, with a standard deviation of 31 seconds.
From this, we conclude that even while keeping all
parameters constant, mission performance is susceptible to
stochastic behavior. Noise in light readings and unpredictable
aerodynamic behavior (e.g., drift, turbulence) likely cause
variation in mission metrics. A new battery was used for
each run, but performance between these batteries varies.
Drone Position In another experiment (“Drone Pos” in
Figure 14), we study the influence of different initial drone
position on mission metrics. We initialize the drone 1.6 m
(“Close”) and 3.5 m (“Far”) away from the source in a
series of 20 experiments with varying obstacle positions. The
far initial location introduces a lower success rate and higher
mission time compared to a close initial location. A larger
initial distance means a larger expected distance traveled,
and hence greater mission time and lower success rate (i.e.,
higher probability of collision).
Source Position Up to now, all experiments have been
executed with the source in the same position and the drone
in a random position, as shown in Figures 10–12. But it is
also essential to verify behavior when the source position is
varying. Therefore, we conduct a range of flight tests with the
light source in the corner of the room, as shown in Figure 13.
The results are shown under “Source Pos” in Figure 14.
The initial drone position is random, and no obstacles are
present. The success rate for “Middle,” which implies the
light source is approximately in the middle of the room, is
60%. The success rate for “Corner,” which means the light
source is in the corner of the room, is 70%. While the success
rates are similar, mission time, however, varies significantly.
The drone takes 158 seconds versus 32 seconds for “Middle”
versus “Corner” light sources, respectively.
With the source in the middle of the room (“Middle”),
we see a spiraling trajectory. The drone moves closer to
the source as it spirals inward over time. In contrast, when
the light source is at the corner of the room (as shown in
Figure 13), the drone first takes a much more direct trajectory
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Fig. 14. Success rate and mission time over 105 flight tests. We use a “violin plot” to visualize mission time distribution and probability density.
to the source at first and then it spirals around the source.
V. CONCLUSION
We demonstrate that deep reinforcement learning can
be used to enable source seeking applications on
microcontroller-based aerial robots without the need for
specialized AI hardware. Even though specialized hardware
can accelerate AI-applications, manufacturing and deploying
them is costly and time-consuming. Instead, we have shown
that by carefully analyzing the system’s constraints and doing
optimizations, we can enable deep-learning applications in
size-, weight- and power-constrained robots. We believe our
methodology, which involves careful application modeling,
algorithm design, and system optimization, is sufficiently
general that it can be used to perform not only light-seeking
but also other forms of source seeking such as gas- and
radiation-seeking in real-time on extremely limited hardware.
We anticipate future work to build upon our work, extending
it to those other application areas, as well as deal with
multiple sources to identify the source that is most relevant.
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